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Abstract

File  hiding  is  an  advanced  stealth  technique  that  is  becoming  popular  among  system 

monitoring software such as RootKits, Trojans, and keyloggers. It presents a major challenge to 

system administrators and the anti-malware industry because detection and removal are virtually 

impossible if the target files are not even visible. In this paper, we present the Strider  GhostBuster 

that exploits the fundamental weakness of the file-hiding behavior and turns the problem into its 

own solution. We have tested this diff-based tool successfully in the lab against several real-

world system monitoring programs. The simplicity and effectiveness of the approach suggest that  

the following quote on the Internet may no longer be true: “When you can get the dir command to 

lie, it’s all over.” In the post-GhostBuster world: “The best way to hide is not trying to hide.”

[February 23, 2005: note that Strider GhostBuster uses a  “cross-view diff” technique, which is 

very different from the usual “cross-time diff against known good” approach. Please see the new 

technical  report  titled  “Detecting  Stealth  Software  with  Strider  GhostBuster”  posted  at 

http://research.microsoft.com/rootkit for a detailed discussion.] 

The Strider GhostBuster

File-hiding [HTB03, NTI04] is an advanced stealth technique used by many popular system-

monitoring software such as RootKits [RK], Trojans, and keyloggers [KL] to make executables 

or data files (such as recorded keystroke files) invisible. Once the monitoring program is started, 

it intercepts all file queries at a very low level and uses filtering to ensure that a chosen subset of  

files are never revealed to any file query operations made by any program running on the infected 

machine. This technique can defeat experienced system administrators who search the file system 

and Windows Registry for suspicious entries, as well as commonly used malware scanning tools 

that are based on known-bad file signatures. 

However, file-hiding behavior has a fundamental flaw: any file to be hidden must physically 

exist and is visible from another clean OS uninfected with the file-hiding software. Unfortunately, 

this visibility alone does not mean that the hidden file is easily identifiable because there are  
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usually  tens  to  hundreds  of  thousands  of  files  on  a  file  system.  Fortunately,  the  file-hiding 

behavior itself provides an almost trivial way of exposing the very file that it tries to hide: if we 

scan the entire file system from the clean OS, and subtract from the output all those unhidden 

files that appear in another scan inside the infected OS, the only remaining files are the hidden 

files! 

 Figure 1 illustrates a straightforward implementation of the above technique, referred to as 

ScanDiff. It consists of three steps.

Step #1: We first boot normally into the infected OS and invoke “dir /s /a” to scan the entire file 

system. We save the output in a file named  “Infected_Scan.txt” on a disk. The file-

hiding  software  can  arbitrarily  interfere  with  the  scanning  process  and/or  arbitrarily 

modify the output file1. (Note that  the user account from which the scan is performed 

should be added to the ACLs of the System Volume Information folder and other folders 

that by default are not accessible to the user2.) 

Step #2: We restart the machine3 and this time boot into a clean WinPE CD4 [WPE] that contains 

a clean version of WinDiff.exe. We invoke “dir /s /a” again and save the output in the 

file  “Clean_Scan.txt”.  The hidden file should appear in this output because the file-

hiding software was not running during the scan. 

Step  #3: Finally,  we  invoke  WinDiff.exe to  compare  the  two  files  “Infected_Scan.txt”  and 

“Clean_Scan.txt”. Any hidden file should be revealed in the diff result5.

We have tested ScanDiff on many real-world file-hiding RootKits, Trojans, and commercial 

keyloggers  to  demonstrate  its  effectiveness.  Figure  2 through  Figure  5 display  the  WinDiff 

screenshots  for  four  RootKits/Trojans:  Hacker  Defender  1.0,  Aphex  -  AFX Windows Rootkit 

2003, Vanquish, and Msvsres.dll (which came from the wild), respectively. Figure 6 and Figure 7 

show the results for two commercial file-hiding keyloggers ActMon and ProBot SE, respectively. 

We also tested ScanDiff on four commercial software programs that are designed specifically for 

the purpose of hiding selected files:  Hide Files 3.3,  Hide Folders XP,  Advanced Hide Folders, 

1 The software can also try to “hang” the “dir” scanning process so that it never finishes. But that symptom 
itself would indicate the existence of malware. 
2 Otherwise, files inside such folder will not appear in the infected scan and will appear in the final WinDiff 
result as noise.
3 “Reset” is preferred to “Shutdown” because the latter may cause additional files to be modified during the  
shutdown process and introduce more noise in the final WinDiff result.
4 Think the movie “The Matrix”: scanning inside the infected OS is like living inside the Matrix where you 
can only see what they want you to see; you need to get out of the Matrix in order to see the truth. WinPE 
CD boot is the way to get out.
5 Think the movie “The Sixth Sense” and ask the question: “the kid can see both humans and ghosts, but 
how can he distinguish a ghost without any “known-bad signatures” (i.e., wounds) from a human?” The 
answer is he can ask his mom, who can’t see the ghosts, to take a look and take a diff of their views.
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and  File & Folder Protector. All files hidden by these programs were exposed in the  WinDiff 

results. 

A slight enhancement to this method can make it even more effective against keyloggers  

specifically: in Step #1, after the “dir /s /a” scan, we can type in a large number of keystrokes to 

try to increase the size of the keystroke log file6. This maximizes the chance that the log file 

would appear in the  WinDiff result either because it’s hidden or because its size has changed 

between the two scans. Figure 8 through Figure 13 show the screenshots that expose six non-file-

hiding commercial keyloggers by detecting their changed log files in response to our artificial  

keystrokes. 

We have built a tool called the Strider GhostBuster that automates most of the above ScanDiff 

steps. A user puts a WinPE-based GhostBuster CD into her CD ROM player. Our program will 

auto-start, flush all disk caches to establish a solid disk image for the first scan, perform a file 

system scan7 to get “Infected_Scan.txt”, prompt the user to type in a large number of keystrokes 

and press “Enter”. The program then flushes all disk caches again to make sure that all updates 

since the first image are committed, prompts the user to press the machine’s “Reset” button, and 

instructs  her  to  select  the  boot-from-CD  option.  Once  the  machine  boots  into  WinPE,  our  

program will auto-start, perform another file system scan to get  “Clean_Scan.txt”, and invoke 

WinDiff.exe to display the result. The entire process currently takes 10 to 15 minutes. Figure 14 

illustrates how the GhostBuster tool captured the CWS spyware protected (i.e., hidden) by Hacker 

Defender [CWS04].  

The top portion of  Figure 14 also illustrates an extension of the  ScanDiff  idea to detect 

Registry-hiding behavior. In the Strider Gatekeeper paper [WRV+04], we have demonstrated that 

monitoring  and  managing  Auto-Start  Extensibility  Points  (ASEP),  most  of  which  reside  in 

Windows Registry, is an effective way to detect and disable spyware programs because they 

strongly prefer hooking the system in a way that they can be automatically started upon every 

reboot without explicit user invocation. But if an ASEP scan is performed on a machine infected  

by Registry-hiding software,  the ASEP hooks of some spyware programs may not  show up. 

Figure 14 shows that such hidden ASEP hooks can be easily exposed by taking a diff of the 

infected and uninfected ASEP scans. 

6 Any network connection and other storage media should be disconnected/turned off to ensure that the  
keylogger program must write the newly recorded keystrokes to a disk included in the scan. A keylogger 
may  try  to  defeat  this  by  pre-allocating  a  large  log  file  so  that  it  can  accommodate  newly  recorded 
keystrokes without increasing its size. We can detect this by comparing file hash instead of just file size,  
but that would take much longer. We can also try to attack this method by pumping garbage keystrokes to  
fill up the log file.
7 The tool is being extended to handle files with multiple streams inside by basically treating each file as a  
potential folder.
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Conclusions

There is a quote on the Internet [WRK] that says: “When you can get the dir command to lie, 

it’s all over.” It may be true for most of the inside-the-box solutions. But when we think “outside 

the box” (i.e., the infected OS), we can turn the program’s file-hiding behavior against itself and 

effectively turn the problem into its own solution. So the best way to hide now is not trying to 

hide.

We make the following four contributions in the  GhostBuster ScanDiff work: (1) it can be 

used to deterministically, efficiently, and effectively detect today’s file-hiding software; (2) if 

widely adopted, it  will  help computer users gain back trustworthy file-query operations8,  and 

force  malware  programs  to  give  up  file  hiding  and  therefore  always  expose  themselves  to  

Gatekeeper  ASEP scan and anti-virus-style  known-bad signature-based scans;  (3)  it  does not 

require known-bad signatures so there is no hassle for signature updates; and (4) the approach 

makes the clean assumption that any data gathered through any apps or OS components running 

inside an infected OS cannot be trusted, thereby avoiding an arms-race solution that essentially 

provides testing for file-hiding malware and helps eventually produce perfect malware.   

In the bigger picture,  ScanDiff is merely an optimization in our plan for a comprehensive 

RootKit detection solution. To detect non-file-hiding malware, we have augmented GhostBuster 

with a cross-time diff as follows. After each clean scan of the file system and the ASEPs from the 

GhostBuster CD boot, we save the output files to a floppy disk or a USB drive (that is never 

connected to the machine during any normal, potentially infected boot9). We then compare the 

latest scan with the previous scan to detect any newly added/updated files and ASEP hooks.

Alternatively, we can perform known-good filtering on the file and ASEP scan to help expose 

unknown malware. File and ASEP scans from other known-good, golden machines can provide 

such a known-good list. Or, we can compute a cryptographic hash of every file on the potentially 

infected  disk  and  match  it  against  the  Strider  Known-*  Database,  which  currently  contains  

millions of known-good file hashes from NIST NSRL [NSRL] and known-bad file hashes from 

our  own  malware  investigation.  As  we  continue  to  populate  the  database  towards  a 

comprehensive coverage, only a small number of files will have unknown file hashes and need to 

be investigated. 

8 Malware programs cannot simply target GhostBuster and expose themselves only to GhostBuster because 
any file query operation may be replayed from a clean OS to allow a diff.
9 Or we sign each output file with an external key so that it cannot be tampered with. If a malware program 
deletes the file, the deletion itself is an indication of the existence of malware.
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Figure 1. The ScanDiff approach to exposing file-hiding software.
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Figure 2. RootKit Hacker Defender 1.0 exposed by GhostBuster: all “hxdef*” files.

Figure 3. RootKit Aphex - AFX Windows Rootkit 2003 exposed by GhostBuster: “AFX*” files, 
explorer.dll, and iexplore.dll.
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Figure 4. RootKit Vanquish exposed by GhostBuster: all “vanquish*” files.

Figure 5. Trojan Msvsres.dll exposed by GhostBuster.
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Figure 6. Commercial keylogger ActMon exposed by GhostBuster: all “ActMon*” and “wskrnl*” 
files.
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Figure 7. Commercial keylogger ProBot SE exposed by GhostBuster: the four dll/exe/sys files 
with random file names.

Figure 8. Commercial keylogger Invisible Keylogger exposed by GhostBuster: keystroke log file 
"ik.dat" is exposed due to size increase.
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Figure 9. Commercial keylogger Invisible KeyLogger Stealth (IKS) exposed by GhostBuster: the 
keystroke file  "iks.dat" is exposed due to size change. (This is the keylogger involved in the 
Kinko’s case [IKS03].)

Figure 10. Commercial keylogger Spector Pro 5.0 exposed by GhostBuster: the "*.tpr" log files 
are exposed due to size increase.
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Figure 11. Commercial keylogger Perfect Keylogger exposed by GhostBuster: the "bpk.dat" log file 
exposed due to size change, the other two new "*2004*" log files also exposed.

Figure 12. Commercial keylogger PC Spy exposed by GhostBuster: the new "*.sdd" screenshot 
log files exposed.
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Figure 13. Commercial keylogger Win-Spy exposed by GhostBuster: the “Keylog.txt” log file 
exposed due to size increase.
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Figure  14.  Hacker Defender-Protected  CWS Spyware Exposed by the  GhostBuster  automated 
tool: the top portion shows the ASEP diff ; the bottom portion shows the file scan diff.
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